
 
 

PhD Position (m/f/x) in Remote Sensing of Vegetation with Deep Learning 

 Limited for 3 years, 75 % of a full time position, public-sector pay grade (TV-L E13) 

 Starting date 01.12.2020 or later. 

The newly established Remote Sensing Centre for Earth System Research (RSC4Earth, https://rsc4earth.de/) - a 

joint initiative of UFZ Department of Remote Sensing and the Faculty of Physics and Earth Sciences at Leipzig 

University - conducts innovative research to advance the understanding of the Earth system via the integration of 

various remote sensing, data science, and process-oriented modelling techniques. It has extensive research experience 

in quantifying land surface dynamics from multi-source Earth observations across scales. 

Within the DFG-funded Project BigPlantSens - Assessing the Synergies of Big Data and Deep Learning for the 

Remote Sensing of Plant Species, we are seeking to appoint a highly motivated PhD candidate (m/f/x). This project 

is centered in remote sensing of natural and semi-natural vegetation stands and aims for a fully automatized 

identification of species, genera or functional types in drone, airborne or satellite imagery using Convolutional Neural 

Networks (CNN). CNNs are highly effective given sufficient amount of training data. This project aims to assess how 

generic plant photographs from publicly available databases (e.g. iNaturalist) can be harnessed for training CNN. More 

specifically, we address: 

 How accurately can the spatial distribution of plants (species, genera or functional types) be identified in 

high resolution remote sensing data (from drones to satellites) using CNNs trained with plant photograph 

databases? 

 What are the critical factors (e.g., photograph quality, acquisition angle and distance) determining the value 

of plant photographs for CNN training, and can these be efficiently filtered using deep learning? 

 How does the spatial resolution of the remote sensing products limit such plant identification? 

More details on the research project are available on request or at 

https://gepris.dfg.de/gepris/projekt/444524904?context=projekt&task=showDetail&id=444524904& 

Your profile: 

 M.Sc. degree in computer sciences, statistics, ecology, biology, (bio)geography, environmental science, 

remote sensing, or related field. 

 Good programming / scripting skills (R, Python, Keras or PyTorch). 

 Remote sensing or data science enthusiast with interest in vegetation. 

 Experience in statistical analysis, deep learning or EO data processing are advantageous. 
 Good communication skills in English, and strong interest to interact in an interdisciplinary research team. 

 Willingness to communicate your research through peer-reviewed publications and scientific meetings. 

We explicitly welcome applications from abroad. Leipzig is a vibrant hotspot for creativity in eastern Germany, known 

for its world-class research in biodiversity and ecosystem sciences. Situated in a diverse region, Leipzig is a modern, 

growing and vibrant city with a high quality of life and a wide cultural offering for a balance between family and 

professional life.  

Questions of any kind and application should be addressed to Teja Kattenborn (teja.kattenborn@uni-leipzig.de). 

Applications should include a cover letter (research interests, project related experience), a curriculum vitae, academic 

transcripts and contact details of two referees. Please submit all documents merged to a single pdf. Applications will 

be considered until the position is filled. Disabled people are encouraged to apply and will be given preference in the 

case of equal suitability. 
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